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1 Executive Summary 
D3.3 describes changes in standard and the implementations necessary to support the 
interoperability between programming models and task-based runtime systems. This 
description is formulated from the perspective of the respective standard bodies and 
implementation owners of the programming models and task-based runtimes. The main 
results are: 

Interoperability between GASPI and flat MPI code: while the recommended way to use 
GASPI is to combine inter-node GASPI communication with intra-node threading 
approaches, many MPI applications still use so-called flat MPI, with MPI employed for 
both inter-node and intra-node communication. To ease interoperability between flat MPI 
codes and GASPI, shared notifications have been implemented in the GPI 
implementation of the GASPI standard. This allows GASPI ranks to act on the same 
GASPI memory segment on one node. New collectives (GASPI-NOCOS) efficiently use 
the shared notifications without additional GASPI copies in shared memory. The GASPI-
Shan library has been implemented as a new GASPI standard library. It directly exposes 
application data and data types in shared memory obviating the need for a shared 
memory implementation for GASPI, so that the GASPI ranks on the same node can 
exchange data without additional GASPI copies in shared memory.  

Persistent collective operations in MPI to support the interoperability between MPI and 
task-based runtime systems: Persistent collective operations is a new MPI proposal to 
support the efficient implementation of task-based algorithms across distributed-memory 
architectures. Persistent communication in MPI allows tasks of task-based runtime 
systems to initialize a communication once, then start and complete that operation 
multiple times and finally destroy the operation at the end to tidy up resources. The 
details of the persistent communication have been designed keeping in mind both the 
compatibility with the current MPI standard and the requirements of task-based runtime 
systems. The persistent collective operations has been accepted by the MPI Forum 
during the September 2018 meeting 

Resource Manager: 

In the scope of INTERTWinE the Resource Manager concept has been implemented, 
allowing multiple parallel libraries and applications to efficiently share resources within 
the same application. Specifically, the following interfaces have been worked on in the 
past year: 

 MPI – Sessions proposal: The sessions proposal under discussion in the MPI Forum 
at the time of writing this document allows multiple components of an application to 
use MPI concurrently and in isolation from each other. Sessions is used to query the 
runtime for available resources and permits the creation of MPI objects that represent 
those resources – MPI groups and, from those, MPI communicators, windows and 
files. The INTERTWinE collaboration is leading the API design effort within the 
Sessions working group, monitoring the impact on the Resource Manager.  

 OpenMP - Pause/Resume interface: The Pause/Resume interface of INTERTWinE’s 
Resource Manager and a complementary proposal introducing detachable tasks (i.e. 
tasks whose finalization is bound to an external call) have been discussed in the 
OpenMP ARB. To ensure that the Pause/Resume interface can be implemented in 
commercially available runtimes without degrading the performance of the 
implementations the Pause/Resume interface has been enhanced to incorporate 
concepts of the detachable tasks approach. The resulting External Event proposal 
has been included in OpenMP TR7 and is a strong candidate to appear in the next 
OpenMP release. 

 OmpSs: The OmpSs-2 implementation has been extended with all of the Resource 
Manager interoperability APIs: namely kernel offload (“native offload” as well as 
“OpenCL offload”), resource enforcement, dynamic resource sharing, 
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Pause/Resume and External Events. With these APIs implemented on top of the 
Nanos6 runtime system, the OmpSs-2 distribution becomes one of the reference 
implementations (joint with the StarPU runtime) of the Resource Manager. In 
addition, further development will be done in the context of the DEEP-EST project 
with respect to the Task Pause/Resume and External Event APIs and their relation 
with the task-aware communication layers (i.e., TAMPI and TAGASPI). The main 
objective will be to test and to improve the interoperability capabilities between a 
task-based runtime system and a message passing interface. 

 StarPU: The current implementation of StarPU has been extended with the Resource 
Manager interoperability APIs “native parallel offload”, “OpenCL parallel offload”, 
“Dynamic Resource Sharing” and the accelerator device-enabled evolution of the 
Dynamic Resource Sharing. This enables the StarPU runtime system to coexist with 
other Resource Manager compliant runtime systems and software components 
within the same application, while ensuring a coordinated, deconflicted access to 
computing resources. 

 

Communication Interoperability libraries between OmpSs and MPI/GASPI 

 Direct coupling between MPI and OmpSs: the task-aware MPI (TAMPI) 
interoperability library of OmpSs intercepts all MPI calls, transforms them into their 
non-blocking counterparts, pauses the ongoing task and checks completion of the 
MPI operations with a polling service. TAMPI also works with asynchronous 
communication primitives. It has been tested successfully with applications. 

 Direct coupling between GASPI and OmpSs: the task-aware GASPI (TAGASPI) 
library is under development at the time of writing this document. Initial experiments 
show promising results. One could implement the library similar to TAMPI or take into 
account differences between GASPI and MPI. Currently two implementation options 
are being compared. Option 1 is based on an acknowledgment mechanism and does 
not introduce any change to the GASPI specification, the second option allows a local 
completion of the GASPI write and requires a change to the standard (the second 
option is similar to the TAMPI library). While Option 2 has already been implemented 
in the OmpSs interoperability library we are waiting for Option 1 to be implemented 
to compare the performance and decide on the final way for a direct coupling 
between GASPI and OmpSs. 

Interoperability of MPI with threads and tasks: The interaction of MPI with threads and 
tasks is an ongoing research topic. The INTERTWinE team has promoted the endpoints 
proposal, which allows MPI to have multiple communication contexts in each MPI 
process, to the MPI Forum. This allows to increase the available bandwidth and 
decreases the latency for communication. Recent work on the MPICH library suggests 
that the performance benefits promised by the endpoints proposal might be achievable 
by using separate communicators. So the improved programmability is the remaining 
argument for endpoints. The endpoints proposal and the fine-points proposal (a 
competing proposal driven by Sandia Labs) have been evaluated. Fine-points show a 
performance benefit only for very large message sizes (bigger than 4GiB). Such big 
messages sizes do not appear in the INTERTWinE applications. The question of how 
MPI should interact with threads and tasks remains an open research topic.  

Interoperability between PaRSEC and OpenMP: A hybrid version of Cholesky 
factorization of a dense matrix where PaRSEC is responsible for the inter-node 
communication while individual tasks are parallelized further using OpenMP has been 
developed and studied. It has achieved 75% of the performance of pure PaRSEC, and 
the difference can be attributed to the limited room for overlapping communication with 
computation due to a higher task granularity of the hybrid version. This is a good result 
that has confirmed that PaRSEC can be efficiently combined with existing OpenMP 
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kernels. This result has potentially large impact due to the large amount of codes in 
OpenMP which can be reused simply in this way. 

Interface to the Directory/Cache service: PaRSEC has integrated INTERTWinE’s 
Directory/Cache service to load and store data in the cache of the Directory/Cache 
before and after execution of an algorithm in PaRSEC. OmpSs-2 and GPI-Space have 
also integrated INTERTWinE’s Directory/Cache service. For the GPI-Space integration 
we were able to show that the Directory/Cache service can offer performance benefits 
to GPI-Space. We are currently adding an extension to the concept of data versions/state 
to GPI-Space to fully exploit the capabilities of the Directory/Cache. The plan is to add 
the Directory/Cache concept to the GPI-Space production version. 
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2 Glossary of Acronyms 
 

API  Application Programming Interface 

DAG  Directed Acrylic Graph 

CPU  Central Processing Unit 

GASPI  Global Address Space Programming Interface 

GPU  Graphics Processing Unit 

HPC  High Performance Computing 

MPI  Message Passing Interface 

OmpSs OpenMP Super Scalar 

PaRSEC Parallel Runtime Scheduling and Execution Controller 

PGAS  Partitioned Global Address Space 

RDMA  Remote Direct Memory Access 

StarPU *Processing Unit 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Participation in Standard Bodies 

Partners of the INTERTWinE consortium are represented in the following standardization 
bodies: 

 GASPI Forum: TS-SRF, DLR, Fraunhofer, KTH 

 MPI Forum: UEDIN, INRIA, KTH 

 OpenMP Architecture Review Board (ARB): UEDIN, BSC, INRIA 

They own or contribute to the following implementations: 

 GPI: Fraunhofer 

 OmpSs: BSC 

 PaRSEC: University of Manchester 

 StarPU: INRIA 

This report gives an update to our work on interoperability, and its impact on the APIs 
and the implementation of the programming models studied. It builds on the work that 
has previously been reported in (Deliverable D3.2: "First report on API 
recommendations, extension proposals and their implementation"). 

 

3.2 Recap on the interoperability for the prioritised API 
combinations 

Here we recap on the motivation for interoperability for the prioritised API combinations 
of the INTERTWinE project. If you are familiar with the motivation of the resource 
packages developed in the scope of the project, you can skim over this section.  

Due to the Exascale challenge and new developments in hardware, programming 
models other than the ubiquitous MPI and OpenMP are important for the future. 
Programming models that accommodate heterogeneous hardware or programming 
models that leverage new hardware features allow application developers to produce 
more performant and scalable code. Interoperability between programming models is 
necessary on modern heterogeneous systems with reliance on specialized APIs, and 
allows the programmers to focus on performance-critical parts of legacy codes, to 
increase the performance and scalability of the application.  

Building on this, the INTERTWinE project has identified those API combinations that we 
predict will be most significant in the future. These API combinations are motivated, in 
turn, below. 

3.2.1 MPI plus OpenMP 
MPI and OpenMP are both mature and widely supported approaches to programming 
parallel computers. They each have an open governance model, with involvement from 
leading HPC vendors. They are also widely supported in compiler environments, as well 
as languages such as FORTRAN, C and C++, and are generally available on HPC and 
(to a lesser extent) cloud computing environments. 

A combination of MPI and OpenMP Threads is used for two main reasons, which may 
both be important for a given application code. First to reduce memory requirements 
(compared to MPI alone), since data structures that are replicated between MPI 
processes need only to be replicated once (or a small number of times) per node, rather 
than once per core. Second to improve performance at high core counts, where the 
scalability of pure MPI deteriorates. 
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3.2.2 MPI plus GASPI  
The GASPI standard promotes the use of one-sided communication, where one side—
the initiator—has all the relevant information (what, where from, where to, how much, 
etc.) for performing the data movement. The benefit of this is to decouple the data 
movement from the synchronization between processes. It enables the processes to put 
or get data from remote memory, without engaging the corresponding remote process, 
or having a synchronization point for every communication request. However, weak 
synchronization is provided in the form of notifications to allow the remote process to be 
notified upon the completion of an operation. The provided mechanisms allow the 
programmer to overlap communication and computation.  

In the scope of INTERTWinE the interoperability between a pure MPI approach and 
GASPI has been the focus of our work. The recommended way to support intra-node 
parallelism in GASPI is to use threading. However, many legacy applications use pure 
MPI—without any threading approach. A performant interoperability between the pure 
MPI and threaded GASPI approach is not straightforward. The extension of GASPI with 
shared notifications and additional services built on top of that (developed in the scope 
of INTERTWinE) minimizes the burden on the application developer while preserving the 
potential performance gains of using GASPI.  

3.2.3 OmpSs plus MPI/GASPI 
OmpSs extends the OpenMP tasking model with richer support for asynchronous 
parallelism (tasks) and an alternative approach to the use of accelerator devices (such 
as GPUs and FPGAs) based on leveraging existing native kernels (such as CUDA and 
OpenCL). 

The combination of MPI/GASPI and OmpSs is a very promising technique for 
overlapping the computation and communication phases. 

Each of these programming models is focussed on exploiting a different level of 
parallelism. MPI/GASPI provide explicit communication primitives to exploit inter-process 
parallelism while OmpSs exploits parallelism within a process (always intra-node). Mixing 
MPI/GASPI and OmpSs programming models in the same application is a complex task, 
as features of both languages might easily interact in an unexpected way, resulting in 
dead-locks, incorrect results, fatal errors or performance issues. The interoperability 
layer developed within the INTERTWinE project resolves the cumbersome integration 
work and allows the developer to almost transparently switch from their OmpSs 
application to an MPI+OmpSs or GASPI+OmpSs application.  

3.2.4 PaRSEC plus OpenMP 
PaRSEC is a recent task-based runtime system, which has been developed from its 
beginning for distributed memory parallel computers with accelerators. It comes with a 
highly optimized communication engine providing asynchronous data movements 
among tasks on different nodes. So far, PaRSEC has mostly assumed exclusive 
ownership of the resources—it creates its own threads and binds them to cores of a 
multicore processor and it employs, by default, all the available GPUs. However, this 
assumption is not sustainable for future, and the runtime needs to interoperate well with 
other programming models to be applicable for complex parallel applications. 

It is natural to expect that PaRSEC users will want to combine a distributed application 
written (at least partly) in PaRSEC, with a shared memory parallel library, such as 
PLASMA. A good and realistic example is parallelization of PaRSEC tasks by OpenMP. 
Using PaRSEC on the inter-node level and OpenMP on the intra-node level is an 
appealing programming model allowing asynchronous communication of data across 
nodes handled by the communication engine of PaRSEC, while processing the data by 
existing OpenMP-parallel functions within nodes. In the context of INTERTWinE, we 
have focused on combining PaRSEC with OpenMP tasks with dependencies. 
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3.2.5 Resource Manager 
Concurrent access to the CPU cores by several uncoordinated threads from different 
libraries and the main application, increases the number of context-switches, grows the 
chance of cache pollution and degrade the overall performance of the application. To 
avoid this situation, most parallel applications are restricted to use only the sequential 
version of third-party libraries. However, this will become a severe limitation to exploit 
the huge hardware concurrency that will be available on Exascale systems, where we 
have to leverage all the potential levels of parallelism available to the application. 

To this end, the project team has defined and developed the Resource Manager, to 
coordinate the access to CPUs by different runtime systems running inside the same 
application and node. In the scope of the INTERTWinE, we have previously reported the 
Resource Manager has been tested with the OmpSs and StarPU runtimes developed by 
INTERTWinE partners (Deliverable D4.3: "Definition of resource manager API and report 
on reference implementation"). Proposals for the OpenMP standard body have been 
developed on basis of this experience.  

3.2.6 Directory/Cache 
In order to efficiently orchestrate and exploit intra-node and inter-node parallelism, many 
distributed task-based runtime systems use message passing libraries under-the-hood 
for moving data across the nodes. For this reason, distributed task-based runtimes must 
implement complex directory or caching services to ensure efficient movement and 
caching data. One way to overcome the complexity of such a task is to decouple these 
services from the runtime and encapsulate the required functionality in a software 
module that can be implemented and tested standalone, and that can be easily used by 
the task-based runtime systems. This has led the project team to develop the 
Directory/Cache service.  

The prototype can be coupled to MPI, GASPI, OmpSs, PaRSEC and GPI-Space1 by 
APIs developed in the scope of INTERTWinE. No extensions to the standards were 
necessary to do so.  

 

                                                 

1 GPI-Space is a task-based runtime system owned by Fraunhofer ITW. It is not part of the INTERTWinE 
project, however the Directory/Cache idea has been so appealing that the extensions have been 
implemented in GPI-Space. www.gpi-space.de 
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4 Co-Design 

4.1 Examples of Co-Design in the project 

Project progress is driven by a co-design cycle that ensures the mutual influence of 
applications (in WP5), runtime tools (in WP4) and API extensions and their 
implementations (in WP3) on each other. In some cases the co-design cycle, illustrated 
in Figure 1, can form full cycles until a co-design solution is found. In other cases for 
example, if runtimes are not involved, this cycle can be shortened. We highlight how the 
co-design cycle works with three examples: 

Resource Manager developments:  

 WP5: analysing applications  
o Hierarchical Matrix Factorisation  

 can be parallelized using OmpSs 
 make calls to a BLAS library (for example, Intel MKL) 

o PLASMA library 
 Subset of routines ported to OmpSs and StarPU 
 Resource Manager would allow PLASMA to operate on only a subset 

of cores, freeing up other cores to work on different applications or 
running PLASMA functions concurrently from a single PLASMA 
instance 

 WP4: evaluation of the functionalities offered by the Resource Manager  

 WP3: analysing interoperability aspects 
o Discussion of extensions to the OpenMP standard necessary for Resource 

Manager functionality 
o Implementation of APIs in OmpSs and StarPU 

 WP5: verification of the Resource Manager functionality: 
o BAR benchmark (heat diffusion) and Hierarchical Matrix Factorization provide 

preliminary results on Task Pause/Resume Resource Manager’s API 

 

GASPI plus MPI interoperability:  

 WP5: first scalability tests by Ludwig and IPIC3D did not show expect performance 
gains 

 WP3: provided shared notifications and GASPI-SHAN as a solution for a better 
programmability of interoperability of pure MPI plus GASPI code 

 WP5: miniGhost, heat, CFD-Proxy benchmarks have tested extensions based on 
GASPI-SHAN and show significant performance improvements 

 

OmpSs plus MPI/GASPI direct coupling:  

 WP5: BAR N-Body, GraphBLAS applications tested coupling and requested features 

 WP4: designed and implemented a new interoperability layer between OmpSs and 
MPI called TAMPI, the new interoperability layer inspired a new effort to couple 
OmpSs plus GASPI directly 

 WP3: discussion with the GASPI Forum started, to check if extensions to GASPI 
were necessary  

 WP5: iteration fusing conjugate gradient (IFCG) algorithm of GraphBLAS uses 
OmpSs plus MPI interoperability layer showing performance and scalability 
improvements compared to pipelined conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm. 
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Figure 1: sketch of cyclic co-design methodology 

4.2  Progress on the prioritized API combinations in the past year 

Previously, in the co-design section of report D3.2, we reported on several API 
combinations. The progress made in the past year is summarized in  

Table 1. A detailed description can be found in the corresponding sections of the 
deliverable. 

Table 1: Progress on API combinations in the past year 

API 
combination 

1st round of 
applications 
tested 

Feedback of 
the 
Applications 
in D3.2 (2017) 

Progress in the 
past year in 
WP3 

2nd round of 
Applications 
tested (see 
D5.4) 

MPI+OpenMP 

iPIC3D, 
Ludwig, 
GaphBLAS, 
ILU0, TAU 
linsolv kernel 

Small 
performance 
increase in 
most 
applications 

Endpoints 
proposal 
discussed, fine-
points proposal 
evaluated 

Ludwig, 
iPIC3D, TAU, 
GraphBLAS 

GASPI+MPI 
iPIC3D, 
Ludwig 

No 
performance 
improvement 
before shared 
notifications 
were 
introduced 

Shared 
notifications 
introduced to 
GPI which 
should increase 
the performance 

minGhost, 
heat, CFD 
proxy 
benchmark 

MPI+OmpSs 
BAR N-Body, 
GraphBLAS 
ILU0 

Requested 
features 

New 
interoperability 
layer TAMPI 
developed 

GraphBLAS 
CG 

GASPI+OmpSs  Not existing 

New 
interoperability 
layer TAGASPI 
developed 
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PaRSEC+ 
OpenMP 

 Not existing ready (D)PLASMA 

OpenMP, 
StarPU: 
Resource 
Manager 

 Not existing 

StarPU + 
OpenMP, 
StarPU + 
OmpSs 
applications 
benefitted (see 
deliverable D5.4 
for more details) 

Hierarchical 
Matrix 
Factorization, 
BAR 
benchmarks 

GASPI, MPI, 
OmpSs, 
PaRSEC: 
directory/cache 

 Not existing 

Directory/cache 
integration done 
within the past 
year for GASPI, 
MPI, OmpSs 
and PaRSEC 

GPI-Space: 
Splotch,  

OmpSs: 
Gauss-Seidel 

ParSEC: 
Cholesky 

 

4.3 Improvements in terms of scalability and performance 
(closing the Co-Design cycle) 

In this section we describe how the couplings of API combinations improve the 
scalability, and performance of the API combinations. We concentrate on the three co-
design examples presented in Section 4.1. 

Resource Manager developments:  

Several applications (such as the Hierarchical Matrix Factorisation and PLASMA) will 
benefit from the Resource Manager. First performance results are shown for the BAR 
heat diffusion benchmark. The PCT (Parallel Communication Tasks) version of the code 
which implements the Pause/Resume API of the Resource Manager scales much better 
than the other versions of the code. More information can be found in (Deliverable D5.4 
"Final Report on application / kernels, evaluations and benchmark suite releases"). 

 

 

Figure 2: Heat Diffusion - Gauss Seidel strong scaling (64kx64k total); SCT: serialized 
communication tasks, PCT: parallel communication tasks, MPI: using synchronous MPI primitives; 
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more info in (Deliverable D5.4 "Final Report on application / kernels, evaluations and benchmark 
suite releases") 

 

GASPI plus MPI interoperability:  

As already reported last year in (Deliverable D3.2: "First report on API recommendations, 
extension proposals and their implementation") we have seen in the case of the Ludwig 
scaling tests, that the GASPI+MPI version showed lower scalability than the MPI-only 
version. In order to improve the interoperability with a flat MPI program, the GPI 
implementation of GASPI has introduced a novel allocation policy for segments where 
data and GASPI notifications can be shared across multiple processes on a single node. 
On top of this, efficient collectives taking into account data locality have been introduced 
and a library called GASPI-SHAN handles the data in shared memory.  

 

Figure 3: CFD Proxy, Speedup on Intel Sandy Bridge 32x2x8 ranks, 3V MG (details in (Deliverable 
D5.4 "Final Report on application / kernels, evaluations and benchmark suite releases")) 

The results on the heat and miniGhost benchmarks and the CFD proxy are presented in 
(Deliverable D5.4 "Final Report on application / kernels, evaluations and benchmark 
suite releases"). We see good performance of the GASPI-SHAN implementation with a 
clear trend: the more cores we have per node, the higher the relative performance gain 
of GASPI-SHAN vs MPI. We also note that the GASPI-SHAN implementation (due to its 
relatively small per-node overhead) is able to make more efficient use of hyperthreading 
than MPI. 

OmpSs plus MPI/GASPI direct coupling:  

As reported in (Deliverable D5.4 "Final Report on application / kernels, evaluations and 
benchmark suite releases") the IFCG solver of GraphBLAS is based on the TAMPI 
library, which provides a direct coupling between OmpSs and MPI.  
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Figure 4: Weak scalability of the task-parallel solvers (details to be found at (Deliverable D5.4 "Final 
Report on application / kernels, evaluations and benchmark suite releases") 

The comparison of the execution times of the two PCG solvers reveals significant 
differences. Even with a small number of nodes the TAMPI-based IFCG solver has a 
slightly smaller execution time. We can observe that while the execution time of the 
pipelined PCG is increased as the number of MPI ranks grows, the execution time of the 
IFCG is maintained or even decreases. 

Conclusion 

As pointed out before interoperability offers benefits beyond the increase of performance 
and scalability. For example, it offers the opportunity to run on new accelerators (e.g. 
using StarPU), decreases the memory footprint (e.g. using MPI+OpenMP), offers 
solutions to load balancing (e.g. using task-based runtimes like ParSEC, OmpSs, StarPU 
or GPI-Space), allows almost transparent inter-node parallelism (e.g. providing a direct 
coupling of OmpSs+MPI, OmpSs+GASPI, or using the directory/cache service). The 
three examples shown in this section prove that our work on interoperability also has an 
impact on the performance and scalability of the applications.  
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5 GASPI / GPI  

5.1 Introduction into the GASPI Forum 

In previous deliverables we have already presented a general introduction on the current 
interoperability of GASPI and have tested new extensions of GASPI concerning their 
interoperability. In (Deliverable D3.1: "Initial requirement analysis") we have reported on 
the initial status of interoperability of GASPI. GASPI is designed to be thread-safe easing 
interoperability with e.g. OpenMP or any other threading approach. An incremental 
porting of MPI applications to GPI has been supported in a so-called mixed-mode. In 
(Deliverable D3.2: "First report on API recommendations, extension proposals and their 
implementation") we reported on two extensions to the GASPI standard which have been 
developed and implemented in the scope of the EPiGRAM project. Namely memory 
provided by applications and the isolation of libraries. In the scope of INTERTWinE the 
usage of memory allocated within MPI as GASPI segments has been tested and 
disseminated in the (Best Practice Guide for Writing GASPI - MPI Interoperable 
Programs). The isolation of libraries is especially important in mixed programs such as 
MPI programs calling a GASPI library.  

 

In the past year, the GASPI Forum has met two times (10th of January 2018 in Frankfurt 
and 27th of June 2018 in Frankfurt). The INTERTWinE partners (T-SRF, BSC and 
Fraunhofer ITWM) have led discussions on two main interoperability areas: shared 
notifications to support interoperability with MPI-only applications; and support of fine-
grain task completion to support interoperability with task-based runtime systems (such 
as OmpSs).  

 

5.2 Fine-grained task completion 

5.2.1 Description 
To couple GASPI with task-based runtimes such as OmpSs, the tasks need to know that 
the data transfer has been successfully finished. This knowledge needs to be available 
on the receiving as well as on the sending side. Having that knowledge, one is able to 
decide on buffer validity on the receiving side (allows local read) and buffer reusability 
on the sending side (allows local overwrite). The main tools to use are GASPI 
notifications. With the help of notifications a synchronization can be achieved. The 
sender sends the data together with a notification to the receiver. So the receiver can 

check on the receipt of the notification with the help of a gaspi_waitsome which signals 

that the data have arrived at the receiver’s side. This allows to check for successful 
completion on the receiver side.  

In the past months, the team has considered two options to check the successful 
completion of the communication on the initiating, (that is, sender) side: 

1. Acknowledgement mechanism: 
Sending out two notifications (sending a notification from the sender to the 
receiver and on successful completion of the data transfer to send an 
acknowledgement notification from the receiver back to the sender) 

2. Local completion: 
Provide GASPI functionality to allow to wait on the local, i.e. sender-side 
completion of the GASPI write to check that the data have been sent from the 
sender buffer and the buffer can be reused.  

The first option is depicted in Figure 5 from the GASPI point of view. The second option 
is similar, though does not need a notify from the receiver to the sender.  
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Figure 5: Synchronization with Notifications 

When combining GASPI with OmpSs, OmpSs will register the tasks (i.e. the sender and 
the receiver) with a polling service, which is supposed to check and wait for completion 
of communication.  

Option 2 has less than half of the latency than Option 1, though is less resilient. If an 
issue occurs during the data transfer, the sender buffer would have been overwritten and 
so the data could not immediately be re-sent. This approach is not thread-safe. In general 
the latency overhead waiting for GASPI notifications may be quantified by the latency for 
the communication of the acknowledgement notification (~1 us) plus the latency given 
by the extra polling cycle on the receiving side. If the period T between two polling service 
invocations is of the order of the communication latency and small in comparison with 
the typical task execution time, then the latency overhead is negligible.  

Currently both options are tested in implementations of GASPI and OmpSs to compare 
the overall performance in both cases.  

5.2.2 Effect on the GASPI standard 
Option 1 is the recommended way to use notifications for weak synchronisation in GASPI 
and does not require any changes in the specification.  

Option 2 requires an extension to the GASPI specification, and a possible extension to 
achieve this was presented at the GASPI Forum Meeting in June 2018. The OmpSs 
runtime system needs to map communication requests to tasks and vice versa. This 
could be achieved by tagging communication requests. In such a case a request with a 
unique tag id is required as additional parameters of the communication. In order to keep 
backward compatibility of the GASPI standard for all existing applications, we propose 

to extension to the GASPI standard with a communication struct, which stores all the 

necessary information which can then be used in the communication. Currently we are 
waiting for first benchmark comparing Option 1 with Option 2 to make a decision how to 
go ahead with a possible change of the GASPI standard. 

5.2.3 Sustainability of the effort 
We will pursue the current effort on interoperability in the EPEEC project (project id 
801051) which starts in October 2018. Both BSC and Fraunhofer are partners of the 
EPEEC consortium. EPEEC’s main goal is to develop and deploy a production-ready 
parallel programming environment that turns upcoming overwhelmingly-heterogeneous 
exascale supercomputers into manageable platforms for domain application developers. 

5.3 Improved Interoperability between GASPI and MPI 

5.3.1 Interoperability between MPI and GASPI – state of the art 
Earlier in the project, the Work Package 5 team undertook to optimize the cosmic-
weather application, iPIC3D, by substituting  MPI calls with GASPI alternatives. While a 
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moderate speed-up for the entire application could be observed, the results were 
nevertheless disappointing as the achievable speedup was only of order 1 percent (see 
Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Speedup results in IPIC3D for MPI+GASPI hybrid model. 

 

An examination of these results has highlighted two major shortcomings for a potential 
migration form a flat MPI model to the hybrid MPI+GASPI model: 

GASPI is not designed for a flat process model. Rather the GASPI programming model 
assumes that the application is implemented in some multithreaded model, either 
task=based, with loop level parallelism or otherwise (e.g. with a thread based (sub)-
domain decomposition). With such an assumption, GASPI communications occur inter-
node rather than intra-node. 

The second obstacle is that GASPI does not directly support communication data types. 
The main reason for this is that (for inter-node communication) the concept of data types 
is rarely efficient: An application which exposes its data layout to the communication 
layer expects that the required data conversions (from send data type to the linear 
communication buffer and from a linear communication buffer to the receive data type) 
is handled either by the network adapter or by a (usually single threaded) communication 
library. Both methods create serial bottlenecks in the critical communication path, as 
packing and unpacking has to be done by either a single thread or the network adapter 
(and to date there are no examples of network adaptors that support data serialization).  

With the exception of a write_list (for large chunks of data) GASPI assumes the 

(multithreaded) packing and unpacking of data (to and from a linear communication 
buffer) being handled by the application. Figure 7 highlights this current state of the art. 
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Figure 7: Current state of the art in hybrid MPI-GASPI communication: all communication is routed 
thought the network. Applications have pack/unpack to/from a linear communication buffer. 

5.3.2 GASPI – Notified Communication for Shared Windows (GASPI-NOCOS) 
The use of shared memory offers the opportunity to move away from a process-centric 
communication model towards a node-centric communication model. To this end, the 
project team has worked to support notified, one-sided communication in GASPI and, at 
the time of writing, there is an ongoing effort to implement collectives such as allreduce, 
allgather(v) and alltoall(v) on top of this model as described in (Deliverable D5.4 "Final 
Report on application / kernels, evaluations and benchmark suite releases"). First results 
are promising, as notified communication so far has not been used for the level of 
collectives. We refer to this model as “NOtified COmmunication for Shared Windows. 

(GASPI-NOCOS).  

5.3.2.1 Description 
GPI-2 uses single-sided and weakly synchronized communication. The communication 
partners use notifications, to allow them to check if a communication has finished 
successfully. Notifications are stored in a notification area connected to the segment (a 
designated continuous array of memory inside the memory of a node, which is defined 
in advance). Normally, in GPI-2, memory is allocated by process but is readable and 
writable by all processes participating in the corresponding procedure call. To allow 
shared notifications, the segment is complemented with a shared notification space (see 
Figure 8). Every local process/rank with access to the common shared memory then 
becomes able to read/write the common notification space. This implies that every local 
process can see all incoming messages for all other local ranks with access to the shared 
application window. 
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Figure 8: Shared notifications in GASPI 

 

5.3.2.2 Effect on the applications 
The interface is able to aggregate data for transfer to remote nodes and to perform a 
single write to the other node (for all local processes on that node) and notify all 
processes on the receiving node in a single step. As all remote processes can detect 
and access this common buffer, each remote process/rank can retrieve the required 
partial data.. Therefore, this generic interface will facilitate the interoperability of MPI and 
GASPI significantly.  

5.3.2.3 GASPI standard 
To use shared notifications, user-allocated memory for segments is required. The 
allocated memory can be an MPI shared window.  

The shared notification proposal does not necessitate any changes in the GASPI 
standard except for the introduction of a new memory allocation policy for GASPI 
segments, which is allowed in the GASPI specification. It does not have any effect on 
the GASPI standard; only on the implementation. Shared notifications have been 
confirmed to be part of the next release of GPI (the de facto implementation of GASPI) .  

5.3.3 GASPI - Shared Notifications (GASPI-SHAN) 
Traditionally the GASPI programming model targets multi-threaded or task-based 
applications. In order to support  the migration  of  legacy  applications  (with  a  flat  MPI 
communication model) towards GASPI, we have extended the concept of shared MPI 
windows (Riva-Gomez, et al., 2017) to give a notified communication model in which the 
processes sharing a common window can make use of node-local notified 
communication. In addition the use of derived data-types which has been one of the 
bottlenecks observed by Ludwig and iPIC3D (Iakymchuk, et al., 2017) can now be 
handled without additional data copies. 

5.3.3.1 Description 
GASPI-SHAN directly exposes application data and data types in shared memory 
obviating the need for a shared memory implementation for GASPI (which would have 
implied additional copies in shared memory). While the former concept of a shared 
memory implementation to some extent has been available in MPI since MPI-3.0, the 
latter concept does not yet exist. We have also extended the notified communication of 
GASPI to shared memory in the form of SHAred memory Notifications (or in short: 
SHAN). Shared memory notifications are composed or a write fence in combination with 
an atomic increment. This allows for a very-fine grain mechanism which is suitable for 
mutual process dependencies in shared memory and nicely complements the remote 
notified communication mechanism of GASPI (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: GASPI-SHAN communication: Only remote communication is routed though the network. 
Local communication is replaced by notifications in shared memory and direct access to the 
application data. 

5.3.3.2 The SHAN data type 
SHAN exposes the data types of the application in shared memory. While this allows 
neighboring node-local ranks to directly access data types and actual data, it moreover 
allows for a dynamic change of data type structures. Sizes of data elements, the number 
of elements and their offsets can be adjusted on the fly. For remote nodes GASPI SHAN 
assembles a packet header which contains information about the size of the data 
elements and their number. (As a remote receiver will access a linear communication 
buffer, sender offsets are not communicated for remote receivers). 

5.3.3.3 Communication in SHAN 
A GASPI-SHAN application directly reads data from neighbouring ranks on the same 
node, sending of data here is replaced by local shared notifications, which signals that 
data can be read by neighboring node-local ranks. Sending to remote ranks is performed 

by a double buffered one-sided notified GASPI write (write_notify). As sending of 

data is one-sided, the problem of late receivers in 2-sided communication can be entirely 
avoided. 

Instead of receiving node-local data, a process first testing the validity of the above ‘can 
read’ notification and a subsequent conversion of the remote data types (as these are 
exposed in shared memory, see above) into a local data type. Also the act of reading the 
data will node-locally trigger a second notification for ‘have read’. Receiving of remote 
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data is handled through the testing for completion of remote notified GASPI 
communication. A received GASPI notification from other ranks guarantees that the 
associated communication buffer is locally available on the receiving side.  

Last not least communication in SHAN requires a confirmation for send. The main reason 
here is that a process must not rewrite the data other ranks are reading before all 
neighboring ranks have completed the read process. Testing for a completed send in 
SHAN is replaced by testing for the ‘have read’ shared notification from all neighbors. 
For remote ranks the double buffered communication guarantees a race free operation 
in bidirectional communication: As a remote communication partner requires a message 
from a previous communication in order to send, the receive of a message from this 
communication partner implies that the send of the previous communication buffer is 
complete and that we hence can rewrite the corresponding send buffer. 

5.3.3.4 Communication side effects 
There are some side effects to the communication in SHAN.  

 As the MPI inter-process communication does not expose both data-types and 
actual data as node-locally readable data in shared memory, shared memory 
communication in MPI requires at least twice the memory bandwidth of the SHAN 
interface. Intra-node communication in SHAN hence is faster that what we 
currently see in MPI, even for applications which scale linearly with MPI. As 
scaling measurements are usually based on single node performance, the 
intranode communication overhead in MPI does not show up at all in these 
benchmarks. A corresponding SHAN application will feature the same linear 
scaling – but with a substantial performance gain. 

 Sending of data is one-sided and near instantaneous (except for packing of data 
for remote targets). While for intra-node communication SHAN merely triggers a 
process local write barrier with a subsequent increment of an atomic counter, 
inter-node communication will require packing of the communication buffer with 
a subsequent one-sided GASPI write_notify. 

 An overlap of communication and computation rarely pays off in GASPI-SHAN. 
The reason here is quite simple: There is no communication, at least not node-
internally.  

As receiving data is replaced by the node-local transpose of data types and the 
corresponding “send” process is near instantaneous, communication to remote nodes 
will be triggered very fast in a communication strategy which triggers sending of data 
after the required computation is complete. Sending and receiving to/from remote nodes 
then can usually be overlapped with the node-local data transpose.  

  As sending of data is near instantaneous, the “receive” operation (transpose of 
data types) also can start very fast.  

 There is an important caveat here: While the SHAN library implements both 
testing and waiting for receives from selected neighbors (or for all of them), a 
blocking call for waiting for all possible receives (which is also available as a 
convenience call) would never complete, unless all required sends have been 
triggered before entering this call.  As this is the same situation in MPI however, 
we expect that application developers are aware of this issue. 

5.3.3.5 Effect on the applications 
Instead of implicit (via derived data types) or explicit packing/unpacking of 
communication data, application can share information about node local data layout, 
structure and computational state with the help of shared notifications. In order to simplify 
the porting effort for existing legacy applications, we have developed a corresponding 
interface for SHAred Notifications (or in short: GASPI-SHAN). At its core GASPI-SHAN 
extends the notified communication of GASPI towards shared memory. 
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5.3.3.6 GASPI standard and sustainability of the effort 
First discussion at the GASPI forum indicate, that GASPI-SHAN will very likely become 
part of the GASPI standard library. The GASPI standard library will collect libraries based 
on GASPI which extend the standard for special use cases. There is no formal vote on 
the standard library.  

5.3.3.7 SHAN – implementation 
The most important functions of GASPI-SHAN are described in Annex A.  
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6 MPI  

6.1 MPI Forum contributions 

The INTERTWinE project has strongly influenced the direction and progress of the MPI 
Standard and of major publicly available MPI implementations, both in terms of preparing 
them for Exascale and in terms of interoperability between MPI and other programming 
models. In particular, significant achievements have been made in all four areas focused 
on during the project, as summarized in the following subsections. Technical details of 
some of these issues are explained in Sections 6.2 - 6.4.  

6.1.1 How should MPI encourage performance planning? 
The INTERTWinE project has been instrumental in defining persistent collective 
operations for MPI and driving this proposal to a successful conclusion. The changes to 
the MPI Standard have been accepted by the MPI Forum (during the September 2018 
meeting) and will be included in MPI-4 when that is released. A reference implementation 
was introduced into the Open MPI library, based on work done by INTERTWinE in 
collaboration with University of Auburn, the University of Alabama at Birmingham, the 
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, and Intel Corp. This working extension to MPI 
is publically available from the Open MPI GitHub repository and can be used now, in 
advance of the official release of MPI-4. A EuroMPI conference paper, with an extended 
version in the Parallel Computing journal, describes and justifies this addition to MPI 
using the reference implementation as well as real use-cases involving MPI plus threads 
in a machine learning framework. 

6.1.2 How should MPI interact with threads and tasks? 
The INTERTWinE project has been influential in the progress of the “endpoints” 
proposal, which has led to improvements in MPICH, a major MPI library, driven by the 
discussions around the design of proposed changes to the MPI Standard. Although the 
changes to MPI are now on hold, pending further work to justify them more clearly in 
terms of better programmer productivity (and, possibly, performance), the changes to 
MPICH have been developed as a direct consequence of the concepts and optimizations 
that formed the previous justification for the “endpoints” proposal. This improved 
implementation of MPI will be publicly available in a future release of MPICH. 

The INTERTWinE project also investigated a newer concept, called Fine-points, but 
decided that, although a performance improvement could be gained, it applied only to 
very large messages – too large to be useful in any of the applications being considered 
by this project, even when projecting use-cases towards Exascale systems. 

6.1.3 How should MPI manage dynamic resources? 
The INTERTWinE project has been instrumental in defining “sessions” in MPI and driving 
this concept forward within the MPI Forum. Working alongside US collaborators from the 
ECP project, INTERTWinE has made significant progress towards a mature proposal 
with a reference implementation written as a library on top of existing MPI functionality. 
The ECP project has provided concrete use-cases involving complex and dynamically 
changing use of hardware resources in applications that interoperate multiple 
programming languages. Sessions provides a resource management mechanism that 
permits MPI to dynamically give up and recover usage of resources – achieving 
cooperation with, rather than competition with, other programming models. 

6.1.4 How should MPI handle faults? 
The INTERTWinE project has been influential in defining several improvements to error 
handling in MPI. The needs of application that interoperate multiple programming models 
are a strong driver of design choices in this area. For example, any solution that involves 
global state (such a default error handler) does not work well with independent threads 
or tasks. The three recent changes to error handling in MPI have significantly improved 
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the ability of MPI to interoperate with other programming models, even in the presence 
of errors – whether caused by faults or, for example, by resource exhaustion. 

 

6.2 Performance planning – persistent collective operations 

In task-based runtimes, computational work is modelled as discrete tasks and data is 
modelled as dependencies between tasks. In shared-memory, tasks are implicitly 
supplied with all the data locally available to their execution context and location, in 
addition to the explicit task dependencies. For example, tasks can access global 
variables held in the context of the process in which they are executed. This fact 
simplifies the scheduling of tasks within shared-memory nodes, because no data needs 
to be moved from the location of one task to the location of another. 

Extending task-based runtimes from being limited to one shared-memory node, so that 
they can take advantage of multiple nodes, can be done in two ways. One way is to build 
a distributed-memory task scheduler that automatically moves data between nodes, 
according to the tasks dependencies, while taking account of a deep understanding of 
the costs and benefits of each possible scheduling choice. Moving data takes time and 
hardware resources; including a data-movement cost function in every task scheduling 
decision would be complex and time-consuming, adding to the overhead of the task-
based runtime. Another way is to permit shared-memory-only tasks to communicate with 
remote tasks on other nodes, exactly the way traditional MPI processes communicate 
with each other. 

This second method, allowing tasks to communicate, has profound implications on both 
programming models. Task-based runtimes implicitly assume that their tasks are, in 
some sense, “pure functions” - with few or no side effects and free from behaviours like 
blocking local execution waiting for a remote action or state-change. However, MPI 
communication can and often will block local execution in many cases - in fact, all “non-
local” operations depend on a remote state or a remote action. On the other hand, MPI 
implicitly assumes a fixed number of communication endpoints with fixed locations in the 
network fabric. However, tasks can be created and destroyed throughout the lifetime of 
the program. 

The first of these conflicts between task-based and MPI-based programming, requires 
that all MPI communication from within tasks must be non-blocking, including initialising, 
starting and completing each operation. Without modifying MPI, this prevents the use of 
MPI_WAIT (and its variants), as well as all single-sided synchronisation options. 
Fortunately, MPI defines MPI_TEST (and variants) as well as non-blocking and 
persistent versions of all point-to-point functions and non-blocking versions of all 
collective functions and most file I/O functions. The MPI Forum is also considering 
proposals for persistent collective operations, and non-blocking creation functions for 
communicator and file objects in MPI. 

The second of these conflicts, requires that the destination “location” for each MPI 
communication is known at the latest when the MPI function is called inside a task, even 
if that is before the task-based runtime has scheduled the other task that will participate 
in the communication. This restricts the usage of MPI communication within tasks to 
situations where the communication pattern is known in advance. The topology of where 
the other task will be executed must be given to MPI so that the message can be correctly 
delivered. This early binding lends itself to persistent communication in MPI. 

Persistent communication in MPI involves initialising an operation once, then starting 
and completing that operation multiple times, and finally destroying the operation once 
at the end to tidy up resources. The initialisation step (and the expectation of subsequent 
repeated re-use) allows MPI to plan ahead and use communication resources more 
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efficiently. When MPI_TEST is used for completion, all of the component steps in 
persistent communication are non-blocking and so are permissible within tasks. 

Supporting persistent communication using MPI within tasks that are scheduled locally 
by different task-based runtime instances on each node should be the obvious way to 
extend task-based programming beyond a single node to encompass multiple nodes, 
and perhaps entire Exascale machines when they become available. So, what are the 
problems? 

The main problem is that MPI only defines persistent versions of point-to-point 
communication functions and that definition does not take full advantage of early binding. 
Persistent point-to-point operations do not match during initialisation but instead match 
each time they are started. This makes it much more difficult to plan ahead and improve 
performance beyond the equivalent non-blocking versions of these functions. The 
proposal to add persistent collective operations to MPI addresses both of these aspects: 
it extends the concept of persistence to new types of operation and requires that these 
operations be matched once during initialisation, not each time they are started. 

6.3 Interoperability of MPI with threads and tasks – 
Endpoints/Fine-points 

How should MPI interact with threads and tasks? The concept of having multiple 
communication contexts, or “endpoints”, in each MPI process has a compelling 
justification: higher communication performance can be achieved by using multiple 
separate “lanes”. On the other hand, bundling pieces of data from separate lanes 
together can reduce the number of notifications that something has happened. There is 
a trade-off between waiting for the bundle to be complete before sending it and handling 
the arrival of multiple smaller pieces if the parts of the bundle are sent when they are 
ready. 

For large amounts of data, combining multiple network hardware resources increases 
the available bandwidth, which decreases the time to deliver data. For small messages, 
separate network “lanes”, with isolated hardware and software resources, can carry 
separate virtual traffic, for example, messages using different communicators or different 
tags. Separating out virtual traffic decreases the length of each incoming message 
queue, which decreases the latency for small messages. 

However, can all this be achieved simply by improving the implementation of MPI 
libraries? Does the application interface defined by the MPI Standard need to change? 

The current Endpoints proposal to the MPI Forum describes a new function to be added 
to MPI, which exposes this concept of communication endpoints to the users of MPI. 
Recent work in the MPICH library suggests that the performance benefits of using 
multiple hardware and software resources might be achievable using separate 
communicators. The remaining argument supporting this addition is that it may improve 
programmability for hybrid “MPI + threads” (and possibly “MPI + tasks”) applications. 
This contention needs to be fully investigated and demonstrated before further progress 
can be made in the MPI Forum on this proposal. 

The Fine-points idea is a rival proposal for how to expose the concept of multiple 
“endpoints” to users of MPI. There is a fundamental difference at the conceptual level 
between these different ways of presenting “endpoints” to users of MPI. In the Endpoints 
proposal, threads (or tasks) become the entities that can use MPI to communicate with 
other threads (or tasks). The Fine-points proposal retains the idea that it is the whole 
MPI process that communicates with other MPI processes, irrespective of the presence 
or number of threads (or tasks). With Fine-points, the aggregation of all the data being 
sent from one MPI process to another is described by a single message, which is created 
and managed cooperatively by multiple threads (or tasks). With Endpoints, the data 
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moving between MPI processes is broken up into many small pieces, each of which 
becomes its own message. These smaller messages are sent by, and received by, 
individual Endpoints. The Fine-points API expresses concurrent effort by multiple 
threads (or tasks) on a single large message, whereas the Endpoints API expresses 
concurrent effort by multiple threads (or tasks) on many small messages. 

The INTERTWinE project has evaluated both Endpoints and Fine-points for use in hybrid 
(MPI + threads and MPI + tasks) applications. 

Integrating Endpoints into an application that uses either threads or tasks within a node 
and MPI between nodes can be done in several different ways. An archetypal HPC 
program regularly exchanges messages with a neighbourhood of other processes. 
Depending on how the computational work is split up in each process, the data needed 
for each outgoing message may be produced by a single local thread or by many local 
threads. This affects the choice of how to assign Endpoints to local threads because 
each message can use only one Endpoint. Creating and assigning as many Endpoints 
as there are neighbour processes (so that each neighbour process is sent one message 
using one Endpoint) often results in higher load imbalance because some messages are 
much bigger than others and some messages consist of contributions from many more 
local threads than others. Creating and assigning as many Endpoints as there are local 
threads (so that each thread is responsible for sending the data it produces) often results 
in higher communication overheads because many more messages are being sent by 
each process. For example, in a regular domain-decomposition code, the corner-to-
corner messages are much smaller than the edge-to-edge or the face-to-face messages. 
It is likely that a single thread will produce the data for each corner-to-corner message 
but that many threads will produce the data for each face-to-face message. With 
Endpoints, each portion of a face-to-face message must be sent independently or no 
portion of the face-to-face message can be sent until all portions are ready to be sent. 
Neither of these choices significantly increases the performance of the applications we 
tested and both choices introduce additional complexity into the code rather than making 
programming easier. 

The prototype implementation of the Fine-points API was created by the Sandia National 
Laboratory. Measuring the performance improvement of this API, for example using the 
hybrid programming benchmark suite, shows that it can provide higher communication 
but only for really huge messages (bigger than 4GiB): see Deliverable 5.4 for details. 
None of the applications being considered as part of the INTERTWinE project (e.g. 
Ludwig or iPIC3D) require messages of this size, even when extrapolating usage 
characteristics to possible future Exascale machines and unusually large input data sets. 

Both Endpoints and Fine-points show some promise but the questions of how MPI should 
interact with threads and tasks is still an open research topic. 

6.4 Interoperability of MPI with resource manager(s) – Sessions 

Modularity, also known as separation of concerns, is an extremely valuable principle in 
all forms of engineering during both design and construction of any large complex 
project. 

In software, modularity encourages us to break large complex applications into smaller 
focussed components that interact via well-defined interfaces but are otherwise 
independent. These components are designed independently and built using the most 
appropriate methods to achieve their design. Crosscutting concerns, meaning anything 
that creates additional unwanted dependencies between these components, always 
cause trouble. The amount of trouble caused escalates rapidly as the number of affected 
components increases. 

In high-performance computing, MPI is the de facto standard communication library that 
enables applications to scale out and use an entire supercomputer. However, MPI is a 
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cross-cutting concern - every component of a complex application that needs to 
communicate between nodes in a supercomputer depends on MPI, and every usage of 
MPI depends on shared resources and, ultimately, on a single point of entry to MPI, 
namely MPI_INIT (or MPI_INIT_THREAD), and on a single object provided by MPI, 
namely the built-in communicator called MPI_COMM_WORLD. 

Breaking the crosscutting dependencies introduced by MPI involves permitting 
independent initialisation of MPI by any thread/task at any time. It also requires stronger 
isolation and compartmentalisation of resource usage inside the MPI library. Together, 
these changes make it easier to deal with challenges like mixing programming models 
and fault tolerance. 

Many of the candidate Exascale applications are compositions of separate codes, each 
of which dealing with a different aspect of the overall problem. Different expertise and 
knowledge are needed for each of these components and each one may need to use 
the hardware resources differently to achieve optimal performance. For example, some 
components will want to make use of many threads (and few processes) per shared-
memory node, whereas others will work better with many processes (and few, if any, 
threads). Restricting MPI so that it can only be initialised once means there is only one 
opportunity to choose the thread support level for the entire application; a compromise 
must be sought between components that work best when single-threaded and other 
components that require multi-threaded support for correctness or for optimal 
performance. 

It is widely expected that reliability and fault tolerance will be major issues for Exascale 
systems. Isolating and compartmentalising resource usage can lead to the creation of 
containment domains for faults, allowing partial failure with well-defined boundaries for 
knock-on or cascading effects. This is potentially sufficient for continued operation in 
fallback style fault tolerance approaches. Independent initialisation of MPI allows the 
application to obtain, initialise, and connect additional replaced resources, if desired, to 
enable run-through-stabilisation style fault tolerance schemes. 

The MPI Sessions proposal introduces a new conceptual framework and new operations 
that permit independent initialisation and use of MPI by multiple concurrent components. 
The INTERTWinE project has already been instrumental in defining the semantics for 
this new concept and the new operations in this proposal. 
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Figure 10: schematic showing the general usage model of MPI sessions compared to legacy MPI 
initialization 

The general usage model for an MPI Session, shown in Figure 10, is as follows: 

• Obtain a Session handle using MPI_Session_init, which is a local operation 

that initiates a link to the local resource manager; 

• Use the Session handle to query the runtime using MPI_Sessions_get_names, 

which returns an array of string names representing available process sets; 

• Use the Session handle and a process set name to create an MPI_Group using 

MPI_Group_create_from_session; 

• Use the MPI_Group to create an MPI communicator using 

MPI_Comm_create_from_group, or an MPI Window using 

MPI_Win_create_from_group, or an MPI File using 

MPI_File_open_from_group. 

Additional work in this area, will focus on creating a proof-of-concept implementation for 
the new MPI Sessions functions and describing other potential use-cases in more detail. 

6.5 Sustainability 

The interoperability topics in MPI that have been pursued in INTERTWinE will continue 
to be progressed by KTH, INRIA and UEDIN, who will remain active members of the MPI 
Forum. Work at KTH and UEDIN will be funded (at least in part) by the EPiGRAM-HS 
project (EC Grant no. 801039). An application has been made by UEDIN and BSC to the 
PRACE-6IP project WP8 funding call, with the aim of continuing the development of the 
TAMPI library, and using it in kernel and application codes. 
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7 OpenMP  
In previous deliverables, we have presented the different concepts that we wanted to 
highlight about OpenMP. In deliverable (Deliverable D3.1: "Initial requirement analysis") 
we gave an introduction to the OpenMP specification and how the tasking model allowed 
us to develop specific functionalities that we could prototype with OmpSs-2. We also 
described the basic way of working with the OpenMP standard body: first, regarding 
technical discussions (committees and subcommittees); and secondly, regarding formal 
aspects of the standard through the main regulation organisation which defines the 
document: the OpenMP Architecture Review Board (OpenMP ARB). In this initial 
deliverable, we also highlighted the main concerns about interoperability and how they 
were related to the main objectives of the INTERTWinE project. 

In the second deliverable (Deliverable D3.2: "First report on API recommendations, 
extension proposals and their implementation") we collected the current status of the 
different recommendations and extensions that other OpenMP working groups were 
proposing with respect to interoperability. They were mainly related with the thread 
waiting policies between parallel regions, and other functions allowing to release 
resources to avoid over-subscription effects at certain places of the program execution. 
Regarding the work in the INTERTWinE project, we presented the initial proposal of the 
different interfaces: offload, resource enforcement, pause/resume and dynamic resource 
sharing, though the reference implementation was in progress at the time of writing, so 
we did not present any performance evaluation. 

In this deliverable we report the progress made from February 2017 to May 2018. 

At the time of writing, the next face-to-face meeting of the OpenMP standards body is 
expected to take place in September 2018. It will be the last OpenMP meeting within the 
scope of the INTERTWinE project and we intend to present a summary of the project: 
what are the recommendations that we consider interesting from the point of view of the 
standards and how this work should continue in the future (roadmap). All this information 
has been collected in deliverable (Deliverable D4.6: "Recommendations and roadmap 
for Exascale runtimes"). 

Here, we present our work on the standard during this period reported, the different 
proposals that have been discussed in the interoperability subcommittee and, finally, 
what have been the discussions or the topics discussed by the project partners on behalf 
of the INTERTWinE project.  

7.1 Interoperability proposals and discussions 

The topical discussions of the interoperability subcommittee can be categorized into four 
different areas. First, those that contemplate aspects of interoperability that affects a 
single runtime system but including multiple compilers or languages (Fortran, C or C ++). 
Secondly, the subcommittee is interested in how OpenMP can interoperate with other 
runtimes executing within the same process. Thirdly, programmers are interested in how 
to support asynchronous services (such as CUDA, OpenCL or MPI) and how they can 
be synchronized with OpenMP tasks. Finally, there is a general interest in following the 
progression of (Process Management Interface Exascale).  

Concerning the idea of a single-runtime / multiple-languages, the main concern of this 
topic is to know the degree of interoperability of the specification with respect to the 
coexistence of these compilers/languages and if the different vendor's implementations 
conform to these premises. One important issue within this area would be the creation 
of a test suite that allows verifying the correctness and the compliance of a given 
implementation regarding interoperability. A Compliance Benchmark Suite has just been 
released (by one of the partners), and it could be interesting for the interoperability 
subcommittee of OpenMP to take over this test suite. 
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Interoperating with other runtimes which are executing within the same process requires 
managing the underlying resources. A particular runtime may monopolise a set of 
resources for a long period without taking any benefit from them. The discussion on how 
OpenMP should behave in between parallel regions has matured recently, implemented 
with environment variables and pre-defined policies. However, many applications use 
libraries written in OpenMP and another threading model (e.g., pthreads) and want to 
employ resources in each for each of these libraries in sequence. There was a general 
agreement that this will be useful, and we worked on flushing out a solution and its related 
text. The current approach is based in an OpenMP API routine to pause resources which 
enable the runtime to relinquish these resources used by OpenMP on the specific device. 
This routine receives two parameters: one indicating which device is affected; the other 

indicating which level the runtime must reach (i.e., soft, medium or hard). 

The tasking subcommittee has started to work on a new proposal based on the concept 
of a detached task and detached events. The task will only complete when the execution 
of its associated structured block is completed and the potential detach-event is also 
fulfilled. This proposal is also related with a new interface of dependencies aiming to 
expose OpenMP dependencies through opaque handlers. This mechanism will allow 
interaction with other software components (e.g., specific libraries) running within the 
same parallel program. 

Detachable task and the explicit dependence interface proposals have been included in 
the (Technical Report 7: OpenMP Version 5.0 Public Comment Draft) and are strong 
candidates to enter in the next OpenMP release (i.e., (OpenMP Application Programming 
Interface, Version 5.0)). 

Interoperability subcommittee members show interest in following the topic of the PMIx. 
This standard is focused on providing a well-defined API that abstracts common features 
necessary to manage large-scale application deployment and monitoring. In particular, 
this interface allows exchanging information between processes that, potentially, could 
be used to migrate resources between OpenMP processes (variable resource usage). 
Groups in the PMIx community focus their efforts to ensure the standard identifies the 
additional required support for cross-model interactions including the sharing and 
allocation of processor cores and network resources between different programming 
models2. This proposal partially overlaps with our Resource Manager approach. The 
corresponding Request for Comments (RFC) document describes the strategy in terms 
of a distributed parallel programming model running on a cluster system, and it seems 
focused to those executed through a job scheduler (e.g., Slurm). 

In addition to these 4 main topics, it was also mentioned the efforts about using threads 
in new MPI approaches (including endpoints and fine-points based on qthreads). The 
subcommittee will keep track of activities in that area of research.  

7.2 INTERTWinE proposals 

In May 2017 we presented the 4 APIs described in deliverable (Deliverable D4.3: 
"Definition of resource manager API and report on reference implementation") and a 
short description about the status of the reference implementations (OmpSs and 
StarPU). The OpenCL offload layer was presented as optional (but recommended) in 
order to homogenize the interaction with the native ones: Offload and Resource 
Enforcement. We also described the functionalities of Dynamic Resource Sharing and 
Pause/Resume APIs and how all these APIs cooperate to solve under- and over- 
subscription. Subcommittee agrees that this proposal shall be supplemented with results 
showing the performance improvement and interaction among programming models in 
each scenario. 

                                                 
2 Further information at https://pmix.github.io/pmix. 
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The OpenMP Interoperability Subcommittee was in stand-by during the period between 
May - November 2017 due to the preparation of the OpenMP 5.0 preview document for 
the SC conference. At this point of the project, we decided to focus our attention on the 
Pause/Resume interface and how it may interact with external components which 
potentially offer asynchronous services. Especially important in this category is the case 
of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and its blocking communication services. During 
this period INTERTWinE continued with the development and the implementation of the 
Resource Manager in OmpSs and StarPU, preparing benchmarks and getting results in 
order to endorse the functionality of this interface through a publication (Sala, et al., 
2018) on this topic. 

One of the main topics discussed in the OpenMP face-to-face meeting in February 2018 
was how to support asynchronous services and how they can be synchronized with 
OpenMP tasks. Two different approaches were discussed. The first one exposing the 
concept of dependencies through a new data type which can be used as parameter for 
new OpenMP routines (such as create, fulfill or clear). These dependencies can be 
combined with other clauses associated with the task, creating what they name as a 
detachable task (a task whose finalization is bound to an external call). 

The second approach is INTERTWinE’s Resource Manager Pause/Resume API. We 
showed encouraging results on "taskifying" MPI communication services within an 
OpenMP program and multiple ways to use this interface. We present: 

 An implementation based on polling (executed by idle threads); 

 An additional interoperability library to capture MPI blocking calls; 

 A version using a modified version of the MPICH library in order to notify the 

send/recv completion; 

 One last version based on using callbacks from the user programming space. 

Implementers attending the meeting raised some concerns about how the 

omp_block_task() can be implemented by the current commercial runtimes without 

degrading the average performance. The main problem is that the common 
implementation of these runtimes leaves the blocking call on the stack of the calling 
function while executing other tasks, so the response time to come back and fulfill the 
associated dependences of the "taskified" service can be delayed more than needed. 

After this face-to-face meeting, we adapted the strategy of our proposal, and tried to 
incorporate some of the concepts offered by the detachable tasks approach. Then, we 
started to implement the External Event API to evaluate and compare it with the existent 
Resource Manager's Pause/Resume API. Both proposals are complementary and, in 
some cases, we can solve the same problem using one or the other indiscriminately. So, 
in a certain way, this new API could extend some aspects of the former Pause/Resume 
proposal. (Deliverable D4.6: "Recommendations and roadmap for Exascale 
runtimes")contains details of both interfaces (i.e., Pause/Resume and External Events). 
This deliverable also gathers the current standardization and roadmap of each of the 5 
Resource Manager APIs: 

 Kernel Offloading (Native and OpenCL) interfaces. 

 Resource Enforcement interface. 

 Dynamic Resource Sharing interface. 

 Task Pause/Resume interface. 

 External Event interface. 

As presented in the previous section, the External Event proposal (in the form of 
detachable tasks) has been included in the OpenMP TR 7, is a strong candidate to 
appear in the next OpenMP release and the roadmap for the rest of interfaces have been 
presented in deliverable D4.6. 
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8 OmpSs  
OmpSs (OpenMP Superscalar) is a task-based parallel programming model for shared-
memory systems developed at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC). OmpSs-2 
is the second generation of the OmpSs programming model and is composed of: 1) a 
language specification document; 2) a source-to-source compiler (targeting different 
base languages: C, C++, and FORTRAN) and; 3) a runtime library (to assist 
parallelization).  

OmpSs parallelization support is based on the creation, scheduling, and execution of 
tasks. A task is the minimum execution entity that can be managed independently by the 
runtime scheduler (although a single task may be executed at different phases). 
Directionality clauses ("in", "out" and "inout") allow programmers to annotate the data-
flow of the whole program. The runtime scheduler uses this information to compute 
dependencies (i.e., task ordering constraints) among tasks. 

8.1 Current status of Interoperability in OmpSs-2 

OmpSs-2 implementation has been extended with all the Resource Manager 
interoperability APIs reported in D4.6 Recommendations and roadmap for Exascale 
runtimes (Deliverable D4.6: "Recommendations and roadmap for Exascale runtimes"): 
Kernel Offload, Resource Enforcement, Dynamic Resource Sharing, Pause/Resume, 
and External Events. 

The kernel offload mechanism tries to avoid the situation where local resources become 
part of another parallel component (to which we are offloading the kernel). Within the 
OmpSs community, we have discussed two different flavours to implement this 
mechanism: one based on a set of specific services directly implemented in the task-
based runtime library (i.e., the "Native Offload"); another following the pattern established 
by the OpenCL standard (i.e., the “OpenCL Offload").  

Generalizing the concept of resource usage, we can extend the offload mechanism with 
the "Resource Enforcement" API, which does not only establish the difference of 
resources in terms of the caller thread, but also establish the number and distribution of 
hardware resources that we want to allocate initially for the execution of the parallel 
kernel(s) we want to launch. This API has been evolved since its initial definition in which 
each kernel invocation specifies the number of resources to a new one in which 
programmers decides the amount and distribution of hardware resources per task-based 
runtime instance basis. 

Once hardware resources have been assigned during the initialization of the library, 
multiple runtimes within the process may want to share them according to their actual 
use. The Dynamic Resource Sharing API allows task-based runtime systems to lend 
owned resources when they are unused and to borrow non-owned resources when their 
owners are not using them. OmpSs-2 has implemented basic services which allow 
sharing CPUs among runtimes. Although an accelerator device extension of the DRS 
API has been discussed in the context of the INTERTWinE project, OmpSs-2 has not 
included this part due common device support was introduced in the runtime fairly 
recently. 

The Task Pause/Resume API is a low-level API designed to inform task-based runtime 
systems that a task is going to be paused due to call to a blocking operation, and later, 
once the blocking operation has been completed, the paused task can be resumed. The 
External Events API modifies the semantics and the life cycle of a task. The main change 
is that task finalization is divided into two different phases (or sub-states): a task is 
"completed" when the associated code has been executed; a task is "finished" when the 
task is completed and the associated event counter reaches zero. Only when a task is 
finished, all its dependencies will be released. Both APIs could be used to implement 
synchronous/asynchronous external services. The Task Pause/Resume could help in 
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adding a Task-Switching Point in a synchronous function that blocks until that operation 

has completed. For instance, if a task calls MPI_Recv and the data is not ready yet, the 

thread that is executing the task, as well as the CPU that is running that thread, will block 
until the MPI library receives the data. With the “External Events” API, a task can execute 
asynchronous communication primitives that will not block the current task, but the task 
finalization (i.e., when the dependencies of the task are released) will be delayed until 
the in-flight MPI operation completes. 

8.2 Communication Interoperability Layers 

To easily leverage the "Task Pause/Resume" and "External Events" APIs when using 
third party communication libraries we implemented two different versions of 
Communication Interoperability Layers (CILs). Our initial targets have been the MPI 
libraries, given the extensive use of this standard and its many implementations, and the 
GASPI library, based on the GPI standard which is owned by one of the partners of the 
project. The primary goal of these interoperability layers is that communication 
operations happening within the process are aware of the underlying tasks which 
execute them (hence the task-aware prefix). 

The Task-Aware MPI (TAMPI) library uses the standard MPI interception techniques to 
intercept all the MPI calls executed by the application. With this library, the MPI blocking 
calls are transformed into their non-blocking counterparts, a new ticket object is created 
for each ongoing operation, and the corresponding task is paused (using Task 
Pause/Resume interface). A polling service periodically checks if any ongoing MPI 
operation (registered through the ticket as mentioned above) has completed. When an 
MPI operation ends, the task waiting for that MPI operation is then resumed and returned 
to the runtime system’s ready task pool. This initial implementation, targeting the 
synchronous MPI operation, has been reported to the EuroMPI 2018 conference (Sala, 
et al., 2018). 

For MPI asynchronous communication primitives TAMPI introduces a new family of 
functions to bind the completion of some asynchronous MPI operations with the release 
of dependencies. These dependencies are not released until all the asynchronous 
operations have completed (using the External Events interface).  

Based on the previous experience implementing the TAMPI interception library, the 
OmpSs community is porting this mechanism to the GASPI communication library. We 
call this new implementation Task-Aware GASPI (TAGASPI) library. Porting is still 
ongoing, but initial experiments have been executed with promising results. The 
development of this Communication Interoperability Layer will be done in the context of 
the DEEP-EST EU Project. 

In this case, the direct collaboration with GASPI developers eases the process of 
implementing the interoperability layer and it allows new opportunities concerning the 
software interaction and robustness. Regarding the error control model we are 
considering two different options to check the successful completion of the 
communication on the sender side: 1) acknowledgment reply, receiver confirms 
correctness at the end of the operation; 2) local completion, sender assumes correctness 
after data have been already sent (TAMPI approach). Second solution delegates the 
error control responsibility to the application programmer but simplifies the 
communication pattern. Further details about TAGASPI implementation can be found in 
Section 5.2. 
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9 PaRSEC 
PaRSEC (Parallel Runtime Scheduling and Execution Controller) is a generic framework 
for architecture-aware scheduling and management of micro-tasks on distributed many-
core heterogeneous architectures. It can be seen as an underlying runtime system upon 
which different interfaces for inserting tasks can be built.  

PaRSEC currently supports two main interfaces for creating and inserting tasks. The first 
approach is based on the parametrized task graphs (PTG) with dependencies. Unlike 
the standard (non-parametrised) Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), this interface does not 
need to access the global DAG representation, and it is able to unfold the dependencies 
from any point of the graph. This feature becomes important for maintaining scalability 
on very large number of nodes. PTG is the interface upon which the DPLASMA dense 
numerical linear algebra library has been developed. 

From a user’s perspective though, it can be challenging to express complex algorithms 
through PTG. Therefore, for moderate numbers of nodes, PaRSEC has recently 
developed also an interface based on the Dynamic Task Discovery (DTD) allowing 
insertion of tasks into the DAG at runtime. 

PaRSEC has been developed at the Innovative Computing Lab at the University of 
Tennessee. The group at the University of Manchester has actively contributed to the 
development of the DTD interface, which has been actively developed at the time of the 
INTERTWinE project. In addition, the main focus of the group in Manchester has been 
the interoperability with other runtimes. 

9.1 Current status of Interoperability in PaRSEC 

The main focus of the INTERTWinE project has been interoperability between PaRSEC 
and OpenMP. In this scenario, PaRSEC is responsible for inter-node communication, 
while individual tasks are parallelized further using OpenMP. The particular interest was 
on the recent tasks with data dependencies from OpenMP 4.0, although the studied 
model applies also to OpenMP threads. The importance of this combination stems from 
the large number of codes written in OpenMP that can be reused in a straightforward 
way using this model. Intel MKL or PLASMA numerical libraries can serve as such 
examples. 

To this end, INTERTWinE has developed a task-based version of the Cholesky 
factorization of a dense matrix based on the DTD interface of PaRSEC within WP5. This 
pure PaRSEC version has then been hybridized so that the tasks of PaRSEC call 
functions from the PLASMA numerical library based on OpenMP tasks. 

Experiments with this implementation have revealed that using one PaRSEC core per 
node and using OpenMP intra-node, the hybrid version was able to achieve 75% of the 
performance of the pure PaRSEC version on 25 compute nodes, with 24 cores each. 
This is considered as a good result since the pure PaRSEC version used much finer 
granularity of tasks and hence was able to achieve better overlap between data transfers 
and computation. More importantly, this result has demonstrated that calling functions 
parallelized by OpenMP from PaRSEC tasks works well and gives a promise for other 
applications aiming to exploit such combination in future. 

The second aim of the INTERTWinE project has been interoperability of PaRSEC with 
MPI and GASPI by interfacing the Directory/Cache service of INTERTWinE. This has 
been our main focus in WP4. 

Three stages of integration of the D/C with PaRSEC were defined. The first level 
expected loading/storing data in the D/C before/after the execution of an algorithm in 
PaRSEC. The second was using the D/C for data transfers in the communication engine 
of PaRSEC and the third level replaced the whole communication engine of PaRSEC 
with the D/C. 
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We have successfully developed and tested the first level of integration. However, during 
the move towards the tighter coupling, it has been revealed that the virtual memory 
model implemented in the D/C is not compatible with the communication engine of 
PaRSEC preventing us from achieving the deeper integrations. Details were described 
in deliverable D4.5 
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10 StarPU  
StarPU is a distributed and heterogeneous task-based runtime system developed at Inria 
and LaBRI laboratories by the STORM team in Bordeaux. There is no standardisation 
body or consortium dedicated to the design and evolution of its API at this time. There is 
a single reference implementation. 

10.1 Current status of Interoperability in StarPU 

Before the beginning of Project INTERTWinE, StarPU had limited support for 
interoperability. It had some experimental support for executing so called “parallel tasks” 
on top of an external runtime system, but without cooperation with such a runtime 
system. 

The current implementation of StarPU has been extended with the Resource Manager 
interoperability APIs “native parallel offload”, “OpenCL parallel offload”, “Dynamic 
Resource Sharing”, and the accelerator device-enabled evolution of Dynamic Resource 
Sharing (see Deliverables D4.4 “Report on runtime systems implementation of resource 
management API” and D4.6 “Recommendations and roadmap for Exascale runtimes”).  

The “Pause/Resume” API of the Resource Manager for interoperating with blocking 
external requests has not been integrated in StarPU, because the programming model 
of StarPU does not allow blocking calls in tasks by design. The interoperability of StarPU 
with MPI (for network communication) and with I/O subsystems (e.g. HDF5 for instance) 
is handled internally and is not exposed in the programming model. 

10.2 Proposals concerning interoperability 

The development team of StarPU has cooperated in the design of the Resource Manager 
APIs mentioned above, as part of WorkPackage 4 and especially Task 4.1, to enable 
multiple runtime systems to coordinate themselves and agree on computing resource 
usage. An evolution of the Dynamic Resource Sharing API has been proposed as part 
of Task 4.3 to enable accelerator device sharing as well, between multiple runtime 
systems (see Code 1). 
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Moreover, since StarPU can run OpenMP applications through the KStar source-to-
source OpenMP compiler, and since Inria is a member of the OpenMP ARB 
standardization body, Inria has contributed together with BSC to the proposal of the 
Resource Manager APIs at multiple face-to-face meetings (Spring 2016, Winter 2017, 
Spring 2017, Fall 2017) of the OpenMP language committee, as part of the 
interoperability subcommittee. 

10.3 Implementation 

See 10.1 above. The APIs of the INTERTWinE Resource Manager have been 
implemented in StarPU, with the exception of the Pause/Resume API which does not 
apply to the StarPU programming model. Real-life interoperability experiments have 
been conducted successfully using StarPU together with OmpSs, both with StarPU as 
host runtime-system and OmpSs as guest runtime system, and the opposite, with StarPU 
as guest runtime system and OmpSs as host. The impact is that an application 
parallelized with StarPU can now make calls to a library parallelized with OmpSs, and a 
parallel OmpSs application can call a parallel StarPU library without interference, 
undersubscription or oversubscription in accessing CPU cores as well as accelerator 
devices. Material for StarPU tutorials and training courses has been updated with a 
dedicated interoperability section detailing the resource sharing issues and the solution 
brought by INTERTWinE’s Resource Manager APIs. 

 

int get_device_type_id (int char *type_str); 

int char *get_device_type_name (int type_id); 

int get_nb_devices_by_type (int type_id); 

drs_ret_t lend_device (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int unit_rank); 

drs_ret_t lend_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int n_devices); 

drs_ret_t lend_device_mask (drs_desc_t *spd, int cpu_set_t *mask); 

drs_ret_t lend_all_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id); 

drs_ret_t reclaim_device (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int 

unit_rank); 

drs_ret_t reclaim_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int 

n_devices); 

drs_ret_t reclaim_device_mask (drs_desc_t *spd, int cpu_set_t *mask); 

drs_ret_t reclaim_all_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id); 

drs_ret_t acquire_device (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int 

unit_rank); 

drs_ret_t acquire_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int 

n_devices); 

drs_ret_t acquire_device_mask (drs_desc_t *spd, const cpu_set_t 

*mask); 

drs_ret_t acquire_all_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id); 

drs_ret_t return_device (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id, int unit_rank); 

drs_ret_t return_all_devices (drs_desc_t *spd, int type_id); 

 

Code 1: Dynamic Resource Sharing API for accelerator devices. 
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11 Summary 
All programming models and task-based runtime systems have worked on 
interoperability topics in the past year:  

 Implementation of direct couplings (such as OmpSs plus MPI in the TAMPI 
interoperability layer, OmpSs plus GASPI in the TAGASPI interoperability layer, 
PaRSEC plus OpenMP direct coupling) 

 Implementation of ideas derived from the work in WP4 such as the Resource 
Manager which coordinated the access to CPUs by different runtime systems 
(such as OmpSs and StarPU) running inside the same application and node; or 
the Directory/Cache which decouples intra-node and inter-node parallelism 
(OmpSs, GPI-Space and PaRSEC for intra-node, MPI and GASPI for inter-node 
communication) 

 Improvement on the programmability of API combinations (such as the effort on 
pure MPI plus GASPI resulting in two additional service layers for GASPI called 
GASPI_NOCOS and GASPI_SHAN) 

The effects of the INTERTWinE work on interoperability are reflected in the standard 
body discussions as presented in this deliverable: 

 OpenMP ARB: discussions on proposals extracted from the Resource Manager 

 GASPI Forum: discussions on extensions necessary for a direct coupling of 
OmpSs plus GASPI  

 MPI: discussions on the interoperability of MPI plus threads and tasks, persistent 
collective operations and sessions 

In addition to the activities in the standard models several implementations have 
extended to implement features facilitating a better interoperability:  

 GPI: implementation of the Directory/Cache service, implementation of shared 
notifications, implementation of libraries on top of GPI to ease interoperability 
between pure MPI and GASPI 

 MPI: implementation of the MPI extensions for the Directory/Cache 

 OmpSs: implementation of OmpSs extensions for the Directory/Cache service, 
the Resource Manager, an interoperability layer between OmpSs and MPI called 
TAMPI and between OmpSs and GASPI called TAGASPI 

 StarPU: implementation of the Resource Manger 

 PaRSEC: implementation of the PaRSEC extensions for the Directory/Cache 
service, implementation of PaRSEC on top of OpenMP 

All of this work has been performed with the application needs in mind in close 
collaboration with WP5.  
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Annex A. GASPI-SHAN  

A.1 GASPI-SHAN Implementation 

While the SHAN library has of order 35 function calls, in the following we will only 
describe the most important functions. 

A.1.1 Persistent communication resources 

The shan_alloc_shared function allocates page_aligned memory in shared memory, 
while shan_get_shared_ptr returns the pointer for a node_local rank. Two principle shan 
types are available, one of data and for types (SHAN_DATA, SHAN_TYPE). The 
MPI_COMM_SHM communicator determines the scope of the shared memory domain. 
Typically this shared memory communicator is returned from a call to 
MPI_Comm_split_type.  

 

 

 

 

In most scenarios applications will have to replace existing memory allocation for data 
they want to communicate with these two function calls. 

/** Local allocation of shared memory of size dataSz 
 *    
 * Note: Memory will be page-aligned. 
 * 
 * @param segment   - segment handle 
 * @param shan_id   - (unique) segment id 
 * @param shan_type  - type of allocated memory  
 * @param dataSz    - required memory size per rank in byte 
 * @param MPI_COMM_SHM - shared mem communicator 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_ERROR in case of error. 
 */ 
int shan_alloc_shared(shan_segment_t *const segment 
           , const int shan_id 
           , const int shan_type 
           , const long dataSz 
           , const MPI_Comm MPI_COMM_SHM  
    ); 
 

/** Gets shared mem pointer for node local ranks 
 *    
 * @param segment   - segment handle 
 * @param rank     - node local rank id 
 * @param shm_ptr   - required memory size per rank in byte 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_ERROR in case of error. 
 */ 
int shan_get_shared_ptr(shan_segment_t * const segment 
            , const int rank 
            , void **shm_ptr              
  );  
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The shan_free_shared function frees the allocated shared data segment.  
 
The shan_comm_init_comm initializes a given neighborhood. Neighborhoods consist of 
a set of types and a set of neighbors. If the amount of allocated resources is not identical 
across the entire neighborhood SHAN will allocate these resources with the maximum 
value across all participating ranks. Resources have to given per type.  
 
Allocated resources are completely independent. A communication in different types will 
happen in parallel and completely independent from each other. Another way to look at 
this, is to thee types as independent persistent communication channels with a persistent 
set of neighbors, but potentially varying data types. The number of used data types here 
can be quite high as ressources are only allocated for the given neighborhood. For e.g. 
the implementation of the heat benchmark we used around 10.000 data types 
(independent communication channels) per rank.  

/** Free shared memory. 
 *    
 * @param segment   - segment handle 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_ERROR in case of error. 
 */ 
int shan_free_shared(shan_segment_t * const segment); 
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The function shan_comm_free_comm frees the alocated neighborhood, (all allocations 
for data types and buffers for remote communication) 
 

 

 

 

/** Initialize persistant communication for shared mem and GASPI. 
 * requires bidirectional communication for synchronization in 
 * one-sided communication. 
 *  
 * A zero length messages will work, no message at all will fail. 
 *  
 * - allocates shared and private mem for communication (double buffered). 
 * - figures out local and remote comm partners. 
 * - negotiates remote number f neighbors and comm index 
 * 
 * @param neighborhood_id - general neighborhood handle 
 * @param neighbor_hood_id - neighborhood id 
 * @param neighbors   - comm partners (neighbors) 
 * @param num_neighbors - num comm partners (neighbors) 
 * @param maxSendSz   - max send size for every type. 
 * @param maxRecvSz   - max recv size for every type 
 * @param max_nelem_send - max number of send elements per type 
 * @param max_nelem_recv - max number of recv elements per type 
 * @param num_type   - number of types 
 * @param MPI_COMM_SHM - MPI shared mem communicator 
 * @param MPI_COMM_ALL - embedding of shared communicator (typically 
MPI_COMM_WORLD)  
 * 
 * @return SHAN_COMM_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_COMM_ERROR in 
case of error. 
 */ 
int shan_comm_init_comm(shan_neighborhood_t *const neighborhood_id 
            , int neighbor_hood_id 
            , int *neighbors 
            , int num_neighbors 
            , long *maxSendSz 
            , long *maxRecvSz 
            , int *max_nelem_send 
            , int *max_nelem_recv 
            , int num_type  
            , MPI_Comm MPI_COMM_SHM 
            , MPI_Comm MPI_COMM_ALL 
  ); 
 

/** Free communication ressources 
 * 
 * @param neighborhood_id - general neighborhood handle 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_COMM_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_COMM_ERROR in case 
of error. 
 */ 
int shan_comm_free_comm(shan_neighborhood_t *const neighborhood_id); 
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A.1.2 Offsets for SHAN data types 

The function shan_comm_type_offset returns, the pointes for offsets, datasizes and the 
number of elements for all neighbors of the neighborhood. This is type information which 
then will be visible across the node. Typically this is where application developers have 
to insert the speciic layout for e.g ghost cell offsets, number of ghostcell elements and 
element sizes for ghost cells. 

 

 

A.1.3 SHAN communication 

The function shan_comm_notify_or_write replaces existing MPI_send calls (as there is 
no equivalent for a receive in the on-sided communication pattern of SHAN, MPI_IRECV 
calls would be removed entirely).  

  

/** Gets type data structure for node local ranks 
*  
 * @param neighborhood_id - general neighborhood handle 
 * @param type_id     - used type id 
 * @param nelem_send   - pointer to number of send elements in shared mem 
 * @param nelem_recv   - pointer to number of recv elements in shared mem 
 * @param send_sz     - pointer to send size in shared mem 
 * @param recv_sz     - pointer to recv size in shared mem 
 * @param send_offset   - pointer to offset of send elements in shared mem 
 * @param recv_offset   - pointer to offset of recv elements in shared mem 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_COMM_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_COMM_ERROR in case 
of error. 
 */ 
 int shan_comm_type_offset(shan_neighborhood_t *neighborhood_id 
              , int type_id 
              , int **nelem_send 
              , int **nelem_recv 
              , int **send_sz 
              , int **recv_sz 
              , long **send_offset 
              , long **recv_offset 
   ); 
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The shan_comm_wait4All is a convenience call which tests for complete local or remote 
notifications, and converts remote data types into local types. It also waits until all local 
neighbors have read the data. 

In passing we note that the wait4All function is a convenience call for both “wait for 
receive (wait4AllRecv)” and “wait for send (wait4AllSend)”, which in turn are convenience 
functions for testing for individual send and receive requests. The latter are tests for 
completed notifications. These tests are available for local and remote and exposed to 
application developers with the SHAN interface. Testing for completed notifications 
hence can be very grain if the application developers require this functionality. 

 

/** Writes data or flags data as readable. 
 *  
 * - aggregates send data into linear buffer or 
 * - flags data as readable  
 *   - number of elements  
 *   - element sizes and  
 *   - element offsets  
 * 
 * @param neighborhood_id - general neighborhood handle 
 * @param data_segment  - data segment handle 
 * @param type_id    - type index 
 * @param idx      - comm index for target rank in neighborhood 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_COMM_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_COMM_ERROR in 
case of error. 
 */ 
int shan_comm_notify_or_write(shan_neighborhood_t *const neighborhood_id 
               , shan_segment_t *data_segment 
               , int type_id 
               , int idx 
  ); 

/** Waits for entire neighborhood 
 *  
 * - waits for either shared memory notifications 
 *  or remote GASPI notifications  
 * - directly converts send type into recv type in shared memory 
 * - unpacks pipelined remote communictation 
 *  into the current receive type. 
 * - waits for all receive requests. 
 * - waits for all send requests  
 * 
 * @param neighborhood_id - general neighborhood handle 
 * @param data_segment  - data segment handle 
 * @param type_id    - type index 
 * 
 * @return SHAN_COMM_SUCCESS in case of success, SHAN_COMM_ERROR in 
case of error. 
 */ 
 
 int shan_comm_wait4All(shan_neighborhood_t *const neighborhood_id  
            , shan_segment_t *data_segment 
            , int type_id 
   ); 
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A.2 Best practices for GASPI-SHAN 

A.2.1 Topology 

As GASPI has not been designed for a communication pattern which is multi-process 
per node rather than multithreaded per node, the SHAN library is miminizing the 
corresponding ressource impact and overhead. GASPI here has to be set up with a 
minimally connected topology. Required connections for communication neighborhoods 
are set up explicitly only for the involved communication partners. The following code 
shows a corresponding possible implementation for this.  

 
 

The SHAN library uses an MPI communicator to establish a group of ranks which 
communicate via shared memory rather than via the network adapter.  

  

 

A.2.2 The SHAN type system 

In SHAN, the number of types determines the number of independent persistent 
communication channels. The correspondingly required memory scales with the number 
of neighbours (per rank)., Depending on the number of neighbors ressource 
consumption will be moderate. On the other hand much performance can be gained by 
enabling independent communication channels. Also – due to the one-sided notified 
communication - there is very little overhead in both SHAN and GASPI in testing for 
completion in a multitude of communication channels. There is neither tag-matching 
overhead nor late receivers.  

To give an example: In the BSC heat benchmark the best strong scaling results use 
hyperthreading with 4094 independent communication channels per rank (with BSY = 8 
and nby = 4096). Liberal use of independent communication channels is strongly 
encouraged both by GASPI and SHAN, whenever communication potentially can 
progress independently. While the SHAN types are very similar to a tag in MPI 
communication they come without the associated overhead.7 

 MPI_Init(&argc, &argv); 
 .. 
 gaspi_config_t config; 
 SUCCESS_OR_DIE (gaspi_config_get(&config)); 
 config.build_infrastructure = GASPI_TOPOLOGY_NONE; 
 SUCCESS_OR_DIE (gaspi_config_set(config)); 
 SUCCESS_OR_DIE (gaspi_proc_init (GASPI_BLOCK)); 

MPI_Comm_split_type (MPI_COMM_WORLD 
            , MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED 
            , 0 
            , MPI_INFO_NULL 
            , &MPI_COMM_SHM 
            ); 
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A.2.3 The SHAN type offsets 

SHAN assumes that offsets for different neighbours are separated by max_nelem_send 
and max_nelem_recv neighbors respectively. An initialization for GASPI types hence 
might assume the following form: 

 

  int const num_type  = nby - 2;  
  for (int i = 0; i < num_type; ++i)  

  { 
 maxSendSz[i] = BSY * sizeof(double); 
 maxRecvSz[i] = BSY * sizeof(double); 
 max_nelem_send[i] = 1; 
 max_nelem_recv[i] = 1; 
  } 
  int const neighbor_hood_id = 0; 
  shan_comm_init_comm(&conf.neighborhood_id 
   , neighbor_hood_id 
   , neighbors 
   , num_neighbors 
   , maxSendSz 
   , maxRecvSz 
   , max_nelem_send 
   , max_nelem_recv 
   , num_type  
   , MPI_COMM_SHM 
   , MPI_COMM_WORLD 
 ); 

  shan_comm_type_offset(&(cd->neighborhood_id) 
             , 0 
             , &nelem_send 
             , &nelem_recv 
             , &send_sz 
             , &recv_sz 
             , &send_offset 
             , &recv_offset 
    ); 
  for(i = 0; i < cd->ncommdomains; i++) 
  { 
    int k = cd->commpartner[i]; 
    nelem_send[i] = cd->sendcount[k]; 
    nelem_recv[i] = cd->recvcount[k]; 
    send_sz[i]     = max_elem_sz; 
    recv_sz[i]     = max_elem_sz; 
    for(j = 0; j < cd->sendcount[k]; j++) 
    { 
      int pnt = cd->sendindex[k][j]; 
      ptrdiff_t diff = &(grad[pnt][0][0]) - &(grad[0][0][0]);  
      send_offset[i* max_nelem_send + j] = diff; 
    } 
    for(j = 0; j < cd->recvcount[k]; j++) 
    { 
      int pnt = cd->recvindex[k][j]; 
      ptrdiff_t diff = &(grad[pnt][0][0]) - &(grad[0][0][0]); 
      recv_offset[i* max_nelem_recv + j] = diff; 
    } 
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The SHAN library uses offsets rather than pointers for its data types. As offsets are 
sometimes not easy to calculate (and even might depend on compilers) it sometimes is 
useful to calculate the required offsets directly from the corresponding pointer values. 

A.2.4 Freeing ressources 

Last not least shutting down SHAN and GASPI require corresponding function calls in 
order to to free the allocate resources. 
 

 
 

A.2.5 Fortran 

Fortran application developers should use the wrapper functions provided by the SHAN 
library. For example for allocation the SHAN wrapper interface returns a C pointer (ISO 
C BINDING) to the allocated memory. A segment id here can be used instead of the 
corresponding c structure 

 
The SHAN library internally uses C convention, where arrays start with 0. For existing 
fortran legacy MPI code calls to the SHAN library hence usually require a corresponding 
decrement of indices. 

 
 

  int res = shan_free_shared(&(sd->dataSegment)); 
  ASSERT(res == SHAN_SUCCESS); 
 
  int res = shan_comm_free_comm(&(cd->neighborhood_id)); 
  ASSERT(res == SHAN_SUCCESS);  
 
  SUCCESS_OR_DIE (gaspi_proc_term (GASPI_BLOCK)); 
  
  MPI_Finalize ( ); 

    SEGMENT_ID = 0 
    SIZE = NUM_VARS*(NX+2)*(NY+2)*(NZ+2)*C_SIZEOF(SZ_REAL) 
    CALL F_SHAN_ALLOC_SHARED(SEGMENT_ID, SIZE, CPTR) 
 
    SHAPE = (/ NX+2,NY+2,NZ+2,NUM_VARS /) 
    CALL C_F_POINTER(CPTR, GRID, SHAPE) 
    GRID(0:, 0:, 0:, 1:) => GRID 
 

  IF ( NEIGHBORS(FRONT) /= -1 ) THEN 
    ! Pack and send 
    C_IDX = IDX_NEIGHBORS(FRONT) - 1 
    CALL F_SHAN_COMM_NOTIFY_OR_WRITE(NEIGHBOR_HOOD_ID, 
SEGMENT_ID, & 
      TYPE_ID, C_IDX) 
  END IF 


